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Wicked Yankee TV has just announced the production of an online video curriculum for remote learning and fun, engaging virtual
field trips. These video resources will have the intention to provide enrichment both in the classroom and remote learning for the
public, private, charter, and home school systems geared to elementary, middle, and high school students.
Wicked Yankee TV focuses on why “the Northeast is an amazing place to live” and has aired on CBS and the Yankee Cable
Network. These educational adventure TV shows have featured some of the Northeast Region's finest academics, scientists,
explorers, engineers, historians, craftsmen, farmers, fishermen, and Native Americans dedicated to the stewardship of the region.
Tara Duffy, CEO of Wicked Yankee TV-Online says: "These wonderful and intriguing people share their stories with the next
generation of learners. We understand the schools - with increased remote learning - are in need of diverse, imaginative and
relevant Online content". She goes on: "Our videos produce effective results through fast paced dynamics and sustained
retention. Our goal is to bring students virtually to New England Institutions and Destinations that will complement the
curriculum in Social Studies, Natural and Physical Sciences, Humanities as well as vocational careers" Duffy says.
Much of what Wicked Yankee TV's two television seasons have focused on has been conservation and sustainability while
promoting cross-pollination of cultural and educational resources regionally. In effect, this new Online Learning Program's
objective will be an educational consortium of engaging, entertaining, and interactive content that Online Learners from K
through 12 will want to learn from.
WYTV has partnered with the New England Aquarium, UNH, Dartmouth, Woods Hole, NOAA,
Native Americans, Ace Academy, Civil Air Patrol, Fish and Game Biologists, Lake Placid Olympic Authority,
Manomet, Fort Ticonderoga, Shelburne Museum, Mt. Kearsage Indian Museum, NEMA, Authors, Artists, and
Craftsmen, as well as others throughout the region.
Wicked Yankee Online is poised to launch this program in the Fall of 2020.
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